Wannabe Weird
Searching For
Strangeness In The
Mainstream
Mainstream fragrance houses often
like to flirt with the imagery of
strangeness; perfume can get darker,
more transgressive and sometimes
schockingly other-worldly.
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Consider, if you will, the work of Björk. Some of

to flirt with the imagery of strangeness, yet their

you may find the prospect unbearable to an extreme,

actual products rarely display the same boldness.

while others may have already ascended into ecstasy

The niche sector is, of course, a different story

at the mere mention of her name. But whichever

entirely but it’s beyond the scope of this particular

camp you fall into with regards the merits of the

piece. The focus here is on whether the unusual can

Icelandic artist’s output, you’d be hard pressed to

be found hiding on the high street.

argue that her music is ordinary. Whether she’s

A few years ago, Dior employed the services

measuring happiness by the height of a treacherous

of David Lynch – the godfather of weird cinema –

cliff face or comparing the development of a

to put together a short film for Fahrenheit, but the

relationship to the movement of tectonic plates, she

scent itself isn’t particularly seen as an olfactory

tends to avoid treading the territories frequented by

oddity. For her debut fragrance, Lady Gaga pulled

her peers in the music world.

out all the stops in terms of peculiar aesthetics

What makes her especially interesting is that

(even resorting to making the colour of the juice a

she has successfully cultivated her oddness within

ghoulish black) but the much-hyped Fame turned

the realms of the mainstream. There are plenty of

out to be little more than a safe, fruity patchouli.

singer-songwriters who choose to inject a weird

Even Illamasqua, a brand which rose to prominence

aesthetic into their work, but few of them capture

precisely because the make-up it promoted was

a wide audience. However, Björk has a considerable

outlandish, couldn’t muster the courage to make its

international following and although she may not

first scent, Freak, anything as unconventional as its

enjoy the same levels of chart success she used to

marketing machine suggested. It would seem that

earlier in her career, there’s no denying that hers is

weirdness is fine for creating a certain impression

a well-known name.

of exclusive originality, as long as it doesn’t come

It’s interesting to compare her case with

anywhere near the contents of the bottle.

the current situation in big-brand, mainstream

Of course, it goes without saying that

perfumery. When it comes to advertising and

“strangeness” is a profoundly subjective concept.

marketing, mainstream fragrance houses often like

Take the case of oud. A few years ago, the odour
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profile of this traditionally Arabian fragrance

contains relatively familiar notes: tea, bergamot,

material was considered too odd for “western” tastes.

cedar, vanilla and musks feature prominently in its

Now, it’s at the centre of a profitable trend which

make-up. However, tied around all of them, like

shows no signs of abating; brands as conventional as

some sort of bizarre leash or coil, is a dark rubber

Lancôme and Armani have added oud perfumes to

note, clear, firm and unashamedly synthetic. It

their portfolios. Looking into the past, it may even

nudges the fragrance away from the realms of

be reasonable to imagine that Guerlain’s Jicky and

the ordinary and persuades it to venture towards

Chanel’s No 5 (undisputed classics of perfumery)

darker, more transgressive territories populated by

could have been deemed unusual by the very first

whips, stiletto heels and leather masks.

noses which came into contact with their novel

It may now be a familiar sight at discount

accords. Increased exposure breeds acceptance.

shops, but it’s important to remember that Pierre

What’s normal to some is irregular to others.

Bourdon’s Kouros for YSL (1981) is a startlingly

Subjectivity notwithstanding, olfactory

outrageous piece of work. With its cough-inducing

strangeness could probably be defined as an extreme

citrus opening, its hyper-loud wood notes and its

refusal to adhere to accepted codes; a bold embrace

downright frightening dosage of a particularly

of materials, accords or structures which others are

fecal civet, it is one of the most uncompromising

too wary to approach. It implies a lack of concern

evocations of testosterone ever poured into a bottle.

about commercial styles and trends, although,

Indeed, such is the blandness of most current,

paradoxically, several strange perfumes have proved

mainstream masculines that it is difficult to believe

to be extremely successful at the tills. Finally, it

that such a behemoth is still permitted a place in

reflects an uncompromising ethic, a sense that the

YSL’s line-up. If only more people were brave

fragrance in question truly represents the artistic

enough to wear it.

vision of the person or persons who put it together,
regardless of the dictats of market research.
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Chanel is certainly not a brand associated
with notions of oddness, if anything, its aesthetic

One mainstream scent which fits this

is staunchly anti-strange. In 1990, they released

delightfully bold philosophy is Annick Menardo’s

what remains one of their kookiest scent creations,

Hypnotic Poison for Dior (1998). Edouard Flechier’s

Jacques Polge’s Egoiste. A singular mix of candied

original Poison (1985) presented the notion of

orchard fruit with parched smoke facets and milky

“toxicity” by combining heady white florals with

sandalwood, it somehow manages to be dignified

dripping berries and vanilla. But Menardo tackled

and insalubrious at the same time, as though eager

the concept in an astonishingly literal fashion. By

to both attract and repel. Its fans have complained

placing a bitter almond accord at the core of her

that, in recent years, its sandalwood base has

composition – bolstered with anisic notes – she

become excessively synthetic-smelling, but it could

conjured that mainstay of old-school whodunnits:

be argued that this only adds to the oddness of the

cyanide. The result is an unsettling, intoxicating

whole.

piece of work, as distinctive as it is perplexing.

If Chanel isn’t synonymous with strangeness,

With its curious mix of sweetness and bitterness, it

then Guerlain certainly isn’t either. And yet, in

remains one of the most striking members of Dior’s

1999, as part of their Aqua Allegoria range, they

current portfolio.

released Mathilde Laurent’s Herba Fresca. Some may

Menardo achieved similar originality, albeit

raise their eyebrows at its inclusion on this list; after

in a completely different fashion, with Bulgari

all, it is seen by many as the very definition of fresh,

Black (also released in 1998, curiously enough).

verdant familiarity. But it has always possessed

Where Hypnotic Poison is strident and voluminous,

an off-the-wall quality. Amidst the grass and the

Black is a subtle veil. On the face of it, the scent

meadows and the armfuls of mint, a plasticky grin
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appears every now and then, stopping the overall

landscape, where a metallic sun with a neon green

effect from becoming too twee or cutesy. It is this

lining fills a sky of crackling electricity. As though

non-definable edginess which has allowed the

that isn’t sufficiently odd, the scent also contains the

scent to remain distinctive and to become one of

infamously elusive “S” note – the identity of which

Guerlain’s most popular creations.

the brand has never revealed, although those in

A similar effect can be discerned in Un Jardin

the know assert that it carries the whiff of sweaty,

Après La Mousson (Hermès, 2008). Its creator,

intimate physicality. Sly and unusual, Cologne is

Jean-Claude Ellena, is mainly known for sheer,

one of the most influential compositions to hit the

weightless pieces of work such as Terre D’Hermès

mainstream in recent years.

and Un Jardin Sur Le Nil, so his interpretation of an

Finally, Fabrice Pellegrin’s Womanity (2010)

Indian garden came as something of a surprise when

is perhaps the strangest Mugler baby yet, coming

it was released. Combining a brash ginger note with

eighteen years after the brand’s own Angel (which

tomato leaf, crisp woods, pepper and melons, it is

almost single-handedly prompted the gourmand

one of the most original olfactory achievements

genre of fragrances to grow into a global trend).

of the 21st century and every encounter with it

Womanity attempts to revisit the realm of foody

seems to yield unexpected revelations. It hasn’t

scents and turn their conventions on their calorific

enjoyed tremendous commercial success, but it is

back sides. In short, Womanity isn’t sweet; it is salty,

a testament to Hermès’ commitment to perfumery,

savoury and quite unexpectedly fishy. A green, fig

and to Ellena’s talent, that they have continued to

note hovers across it at all times. A nutty foundation

produce it.

supports its base. And, as if its confidence were

The eagle-eyed/nosed amongst you will have

about to be doubted, its volume knob is turned to

noticed that one mainstream name has so far gone

ear-splitting levels. So far, the public have been

unmentioned. It is, of course, the fashion world’s

reluctant to embrace it with quite the same fervour

very own visitor from another dimension: Thierry

they have shown towards Angel and Alien. But many

Mugler. For years, the brand has successfully

critics feel that Womanity’s innovative “savoury

made the outré palatable to mainstream shoppers,

gourmand” construction will soon lead to a spate

convincing them to part with their cash for scents

of imitators, at which point the popularity of the

which other perfume houses would have considered

original will no doubt rise. Until that happens… Play

too outlandish for release. Three of their creations

your favourite Björk song (if you have one!), spray

are particularly worthy of mention.

the scent, take a deep breath and enjoy seeing the

2005’s Alien, by Dominique Ropion and

world through a fantastical olfactory looking-glass.

Laurent Bruyere, is quite simply one of the most
bizarre jasmine creations ever. The flower at its core
is recognisable, but it is surrounded by constructions
of such incomprehensibility (glass? steel? wood...?)
that it ends up being transformed into a uniquely
complex entity. It is, as its perfect name suggests, an
otherworldly vessel, intent on dominating the globe
with its mesmeric cocktail of white florals, amber
notes and velvety musks.
2001’s Cologne, by Alberto Morillas, displays
an equally sci-fi-inflected vibe, but it is much
stealthier. Here, citruses combine with steam and
polished chrome to evoke a compelling, futuristic
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